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Because they represent the future of ULM
and aeronautics, this 2024 edition will be
dedicated to offering young pilots a unique
experience. We believe in accessibility and
diversity of opportunities, allowing every
young person to flourish in the sky. With
three different types of crew, we open the
doors to aviation to both licensed pilots and
students. It is an opportunity to build skills,
discover territories and nourish the curiosity
of young enthusiasts. 

Possible crews: 

2 young autonomous pilots
1 young student + 1 instructor
1 young pilot + 1 accompanying pilot

TOUR ULM JEUNES 2024

The “Tour ULM Jeunes” is back in 2024 for a memorable edition! For its second
edition, our emblematic event is getting a makeover, resolutely geared towards
young people. The Tour ULM Jeunes is not simply an aerial adventure, it is a unique
opportunity for young people to discover, learn and flourish in the fascinating world
of ULM. The Tour ULM Jeunes is done by young people for young people. Join the
future of light aviation! 

YOUTH - THE FUTURE OF ULM MEETINGS AND PROXIMITY 
- PILLAR OF DEVELOPMENT

The ULM, or Ultra Light Motorized, embodies the spirit of light aviation and is accessible to all.
It is a category of aircraft that stands out for its freedom, simplicity of design and accessibility.
Microlights encompass a variety of aircraft grouped into 6 classes; each offering a unique
experience: 

The essence of the Tour ULM Jeunes lies in
the proximity to the territories. We value
volunteers, associations and flying clubs
who represent the beating heart of the ULM
community. 
By promoting meetings with local
stakeholders, we support the continued
development of the practice. The Tour ULM
Jeunes is a platform for exchanges, sharing
experiences and learning.

WHAT IS AN ULTRALIGHT?
- DEMYSTIFY LIGHT AVIATION

Paragliders
Flex Wings

Fixed Wings

Gyrocopter
Balloons

Helicopter

“A young pilot in each machine”

“A young pilot in each machine”

To discover the 6 classes:



Aware of the growing importance of eco-
responsibility, the 2024 edition has adapted its
format to reduce its environmental impact. By
limiting the number of participants and machines,
rethinking logistics and adopting more responsible
practices, we demonstrate our commitment to
sustainable light aviation.  

ULM is the freedom to fly with ease and explore the
world in an intimate way. Our movement embodies a
culture where community plays a central role. These
are exciting meetings on the take-off areas,
exchanges of stories and advice between pilots. The
Tour ULM Jeunes celebrates this spirit by offering
young people the chance to discover ULM in all its
facets, thus creating a new generation of light
aviation enthusiasts. Whether for the pleasure of
flying, the discovery of new horizons or the
camaraderie shared in the sky, the ULM embodies
adventure accessible to all. 

The Tour ULM Jeunes is not limited to aviation, it is
also an opportunity for continuous learning. Our
traveling summer school offers workshops and
meetings led by professionals from the aeronautical
sector. During the previous edition, the crews were
able to benefit from conferences from airline pilots,
professional parachutists and even soldiers. This
experience allows young people to continue their
training journey while exploring new horizons. It is a
complete immersion in the world of aviation,
promoting the personal and professional progress of
participants. 

THE FLYING UNIVERSITY 
- ENRICH AND BUILD

ECO-RESPONSIBILITY
- ADAPT THE FORMAT FOR A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

DIMENSION INTERNATIONALE
- ACROSS BORDERS

The 2024 edition of Tour ULM Jeunes has an
international dimension, broadening its horizons
beyond national borders. The event will proudly
welcome European crews, bringing together
enthusiasts from Italy, Belgium and Germany. This
cultural diversity enriches the experience,
promoting cross-cultural exchange and
strengthening bonds within the light aviation
community. The sky has no borders! 

To discover the 2023
edition:

It is possible to become a
microlight pilot at just 15 years

old!

DID YOU KNOW ? 



The Tour ULM Jeunes 2024 is much more than an aerial event - it is an enriching adventure,
a learning opportunity and a celebration of youth in light aviation. We invite you to join this
unique experience, to become a partner in progress, discovery and commitment to a more

sustainable aviation future. Together, let's write the exciting pages of this new aeronautical
adventure! 

Program: 6 stops, 7 days!

A sky where diversity flourishes

The heart of the 2024 Tour ULM Jeunes beats to the rhythm of its captivating program. From
July 13 to 20, participants will fly through 6 stages over 7 days, discovering picturesque
destinations. Each day offers a unique experience, from the departure at La Tour du Pin
towards Beaune, until the final return from Gap to La Tour du Pin. An aerial journey that
combines challenges and discoveries. 

Saturday 13/07: La Tour du Pin - Roanne Mably
Sunday 14/07: Roanne Mably– Aubenas
Monday 15/07: Aubenas - Villefranche-de-Rouergue
Tuesday 16/07: Rest in Villefranche-de-Rouergue
Wednesday 07/17: Villefranche-de-Rouergue - Pierrelatte
Thursday 07/18: Pierrelatte - Gap
Friday 07/19: Gap - La Tour du Pin

The 2024 edition is resolutely committed to equality, creating an environment where diversity
thrives. Building on the inspiring experience of the first edition, where perfect parity between
men and women was achieved, we are continuing our commitment to inclusion. The light
aviation sky knows no gender barriers.

We are also actively working to enable the participation of crews with reduced mobility,
demonstrating our commitment to an aeronautics that is inclusive and accessible to all. 

Contacts : 

Mattéo Loton-Bride
mlotonbride@ffplum.org
06.03.00.91.55

Laura Mac Donald
lmacdonald@ffplum.org
07.81.65.64.85

They have already joined us: 

Jeunes


